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18.1 INTRODUCTION
The objective of this chapter is to discuss Al Kindi's contributions in the field of
engineering including the theory of light, optics and cryptology. The research framework
is Al Kindi's contributions to light including act of seeing, motion of rectilinear property
of light, visual rays and perception.
18.2 LIGHT
18.2.1 Act of Seeing
During the Greek era, Euclid started a tradition which was followed by Ptolemy
whereby geometrical constructions were actually used to explain things such as visual
perspective, shadows, refraction, reflection and burning mirror. This tradition was adopted
by al kindi as well. This method meant that light and vision can be visualized in straight
lines. From this observation, al kindi observes the reason why humans are able to see is
because the rays from eyes along straight lines strike a visual object.Furthennore Al kindi
during his life time came across two theorems; one from Aristotle and another from
Euclid. In Aristotle perspective, for the eyes to see an object, both the eye and object must
be in a contact with a transparent medium fill with light. But Euclid on the other hand
believes that people can see because rays from eye hit object that are illuminated. Al kindi
analyzed both theories from practical aspects such as viewing circle, shadow and
reflections on mirror. He comes to the conclusion that Euclid was correct on his beliefs
(Peter, 2006).
18.2.2 Motion of Rectilinear Property of Light
Al kindi used geometrical methods and experimented with shadows of opaque and
lights passing through slit to find motion of rectilinear property of lights. He (Jean,
Roshdi, 2008).
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